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The  creation  of  a  new  instrument  for  measuring  psychological  phenomena
represents a substantial process that involves considerably more than the mere
formulation of survey questions. Before a SOGS (South Oaks Gambling Screen) or
a MAGS (Massachusetts Gambling Screen) earns acceptance among clinicians
and researchers, it must be tested and retested for reliability, possible bias, its
ability to measure the phenomena for which it was intended, and numerous other
parameters. The development process usually takes months, or even years to
complete.  Hofstra  University’s  Jeffrey  Kassinove  recently  presented  the
preliminary validity results for the Gambling Attitude Scales (GAS), designed to
assess a subject’s attitudes toward various gambling activities. Four separate GAS
instruments were created: GAS-general, GAS-casino, GAS-lottery, and GAS-horse
racing. All four were administered to students from university-level psychology
classes. The initial questionnaire represented 132 items, with 24 items for each
GAS scale  as  well  as  a  selection  of  non-gambling-related  items included for
methodological considerations. Using data obtained from extensive initial testing,
final versions of the 4 instruments were drafted, each consisting of 9 questions.
Items were phrased so that subjects responded using a 5-point, Likert-type scale.
Higher  scores  represent  more  favorable  attitudes  toward  gambling.  Selected
results and GAS-general questions are listed below.

•I think gambling is good for America
•I feel excited when I am around America people who gamble
•I gamble when the opportunity arises
•When people talk about gambling, I want to gamble
•I support the right of Americans to gamble as often as they want
•It’s OK if there is gambling in my town
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From these preliminary results, it appears that of the four gambling activities, the
lottery was viewed the most favorably. Horse racing elicited the least positive
attitudinal responses. It should be remembered that such conclusions are merely
tentative, and we cannot be sure how these results will hold up when the scales
are adminstered to a sample more representative of the general population. The
author posits  that  the scales  may have some predictive value for  identifying
potential  pathological  gamblers,  but  considerably  more research is  necessary
before the validity of this supposition is assessed. Regardless, it appears that
Kassinove’s GAS scales may well prove to be a useful instrument for clinicians
and researchers alike.
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